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Particle Physics, also known as High Energy 
Physics

                    

                     Aim to answer two basic questions: 

– What are the fundamental constituents of matter? 

– What are the fundamental forces that control their 
behavior?  

     (fundamental = short distances = high energies!)

What is cosmology?
• History of the Universe, as inferred from observation+physical theory
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I am a particle physicist;  
why am I interested in cosmology?

                    

                    Cosmological observation + theory depends on 

– What are the fundamental constituents of matter? 

– What are the fundamental forces that control their 
behavior?  

    Do the same particles and forces of the Standard Model of 
particle physics, confirmed in our laboratory experiments, 
agree with observation? 

Mostly, but Not completely!!!! clues to physics beyond the 
standard model.



Our understanding of the universe has been transformed  
during the past 20 years

                    

                    
– We are developing a quantitative, 

consistent, testable theory of  
everything in the universe and the 
universe itself 

– Most of the matter in the universe is 
“dark matter” likely a new particle 

– “empty” space has a tendency to 
expand—likely due to a bizarre form of 
stuff called “dark energy”, which 
cannot be diluted or made to go away  

– the very early universe at some point 
likely went through a period of rapid 
expansion that would have diluted all 
the ordinary matter—yet here we are! 
whatever created the ordinary matter 
created more matter than antimatter, 
despite the near perfect matter-
antimatter symmetry of the laws of the 
standard model 

– inflation is becoming a well tested 
theory of the beginning of the universe 



Topics of these lectures:
• Basics: Big Bang and Friedmann-Lemaitre-

Robertson-Walker metric. Recommended reading: 
Mark Whittle’s lecture notes at http://
people.virginia.edu/~dmw8f/astr5630/Topic16/
Lecture_16.html 

• dark matter 

• baryogenesis 

• dark energy, inflation



Basics



time➠

⬆ 

space 
⬇

these lectures 



What does it mean for 
‘space to expand?’

lets start with gravity



Newton
founding examplar of 
modern physical science
ground breaking 
experimentalist and 
mathematician
discovered universal 
gravitation

“  No great discovery was ever made 
without a bold guess” 



Newton: Same Physical 
Laws for Heaven and 

Earth!



Newtonian Gravity

• Basic law of motion: An object in uniform 
motion (straight line, constant speed) will 
remain in uniform motion Unless acted on 
by a Force


• Gravitational force between two objects is 
proportional to the product of their 
masses and inversely proportional to the 
distance between their centers (for 
spheres)



Einstein
Time Magazine’s “Man of the 
Century”
Newtonian ideas about 
gravity, reality, matter, space, 
time overthrown
General Relativity unified 
relativity with gravity, 
inconsistent with Quantum 
Mechanics
Dreamed of unified theory of 
everything

“The eternal mystery of the world is its 
comprehensibility.”



“The happiest thought of my life. I was 
sitting in a chair when all of a sudden a 
thought occurred to me: if a person falls 
freely he or she will not feel their own 
weight. I was startled. This simple 
thought made a deep impression on me.” 
-Einstein 



Equivalence Principle

• All falling objects fall at same rate in vacuum 
(feathers, lead weights)

• In newtonian gravity this is due to an apparent 
coincidental equivalence between gravitational 
and inertial mass 



General Relativity: a theory 
about the Dynamics of 

Space-time 

Matter changes (“curves”) space-time



General Relativity
• Equivalence between gravity and acceleration



turning off gravity=free fall



Does gravity bend light?



What is a straight line?



particles, light follow geodesics in curved 

space-time  

geodesics on surface of earth- 
great circles. Note that angles of triangle sum to  

>180o due to curvature of surface

geodesic: path which locally minimizes distance. 
generalization of “straight line” to curved space



Key Idea of General Relativity (GR): “Matter tells spacetime how to 
curve.  Curved spacetime tells matter how to move.”

                                           -Wheeler

Some Key Tests of General Relativity:

                   • Perihelion Precession of Mercury

                   • Bending of Starlight near the Sun

                   •  The Binary Pulsar (Gravitational Waves)

                  •  The equivalence principle

Newton's laws are approximations of 
GR.

 • Work accurately in the 
“everyday” world of speeds 
slower than light, weak fields.


 • Are mathematically much simpler.

• Are inadequate for many practical 
applications, e.g. GPS⇒GR crucial 

for modern technology.




Confirmation 
of General 

Relativity: 1919



1925: Hubble discovery of 
expanding universe

“redshifted” (longer wavelength) spectra  
of distant galaxies



Gravitational Wave 
detection:announced 2016



recap so far

• Einstein: gravity=dynamical space time 

• Energy distorts space and time according to Einstein’s 
equations

• all stuff follows geodesics in same spacetime

• Equivalence principle follows

• gravitational field indistinguishable from accelerated 
reference frame



lets get  slightly more 
technical



what is being minimized in free fall: 
The “interval”

• in relativity, it is convenient to use units with speed of 
light, c=1 .  e.g. measure time in seconds and distance in 
light-seconds.

• s= interval between space-time points in flat space-time 
(Minkowski space)—same for all observers

• space time point “event” coordinates xi,yi,zi,ti

• flat space: s2=-(t2-t1)2 + (x2-x1)2 + (y2-y1)2 + (z2-z1)2



interval in curved space time

• introduce metric tensor gμν. μ,ν=0,1,2,3. 
t=x0,x=x1,y=x2,z=x3

• ds =infinitesimal interval

• ds2=Σμν=0,1,2,3(gμν dxμdxν)

• can use generalized (e.g. spherical, or 
cylindrical, or moving) coordinates—
appearance of metric changes but ds, s are 
same for all observers and coordinate systems. 
“general coordinate invariance”



Friedman-Robertson-Walker-
Lemaitre universe

• spatially homogenous and isotropic (cosmological principle) 
which is true on largest scales (beyond~150 Mpc)

• spherical coordinates: 

ds2=-dt2+a(t)2(dr2/(1-kr2)+r2(dθ2+sin2θdφ2)) 

• a(t)=scale factor

• k=0:flat space (our universe is apparently flat)

• k=1: constant positive curvature

• k=-1: constant negative curvature



FRW in flat space
ds2=-dt2+a(t)2(dr2+r2(dθ2+sin2θdφ2)) =                                    
-dt2+a(t)2(dx2+dy2+ dz2) 

t0=now

convention: a(t0)=1, here r=0 

past: a<1, future a>1

Hubble parameter H=(da/dt)/a

H(t0)=H0

x,y,z called comoving coordinates

physical distance a(t)(Δx2+Δy2+Δz2)1/2  changes



Redshift z
• wavelength of light expands along with space

• 1+z=λobserved / λemitted

• (1+z)=a(t0)/(a(temitted))

• distant galaxies recede with velocity v∼H0 r

• r=10 Mpc ⇒v∼103 km/s

•  r = 1000 Gpc ⇒v∼108 km/s

• galaxies recede faster than c at critical distance            
r=c/H0∼4200 Gpc⇒edge of observable universe



examples

• z = 0.1      a(te) = 1/1.1 = 0.909      

• z = 1, a = 0.5    galaxies were half their 
current separation (8 × the current density)

• at z = 6, a = 0.14   (currently, the most 
distant QSOs)

• at z = 1000, a = 0.001      (109× denser) 



Hot big bang

• we currently see a cosmic microwave background of 
photons filling space with temperature      
T0=2.7oK=6.6×10-4 eV

• “surface of last scattering” universe became transparent 
at z=1100 (hydrogen atom formed)

• Temitted=(1+z) T0=0.7 eV=3000o K

• CMB radiation near perfectly uniform black body but 
small temperature deviations~a part in 10-4





recap so far 
• describe space-time dynamics using metric tensor

• matter, light follow geodesics given by metric

• GR+cosmological principle+observation=Friedmann–
Lemaître–Robertson–Walker expanding universe

• distant galaxies receding

• redshifted light

• scale factor a(t) increasing in time

• most distant ‘object’ we observe is cosmic microwave 
background surface of last scattering



ISSUES

• extrapolation implies finite time until a=0 
(initial singularity)

• why is CMB thermal, uniform? 
(thermalization implies interaction but not 
enough time since beginning of universe?)

• a(t)?



Dynamical equations to determine a(t)
• Applying Einstein’s equations to determine the FLRW 

metric leads to same equations as we can derive from a 
simplified picture

• Energy Conservation: dE=-pdV ⟹ d(ε a3) = -p d(a3)

• “analog Energy Conservation (with gravity)” 
(1/2)(da/dt)2   - (4πG/3)a3 ε/a  =   -kc2/(2R0)
“Kinetic energy”+ “gravitational potential energy”=“total energy”

R0=curvature scale , k=0 ⟹ perfect balance

critical energy density: Ωc=H2/(8πG/3)



equation of state

• p = w ε

• “dust” (cold particles) w=0

• radiation (massless particles) w=1/3

• “vacuum” (Lorentz invariant stress tensor) 
w=-1



solutions:

• w=0 (dust) ⟹ ε~1/a3,  a~t2/3

• w=1/3 (radiation)⟹ ε~1/a4,  a~t1/2

• w=-1 (vacuum)⟹ ε~constant,  a~eHt

also known as “cosmological constant” (Λ)

or “dark energy”



“ΛCDM model” of Our 
Universe



z=redshift

Longer Ago 
and Farther 

Away
Here and 


Now

vacuum



key ideas of first lecture

tommorrow: dark matter

gravity is a theory of space and time 
energy warps space-time 

free-fall=follow geodesics minimizing interval 
expansion of universe 

redshift 
evolution of size, temperature, 

composition of universe



lecture 2
dark universe, dark matter



















Dark Matter evidence

pink: intergalactic gas from X-ray 
→ Ordinary Matter, most mass 
from ordinary particles

blue: mass inferred from 
gravitational lensing → Dark 
Matter

Collision of two galaxy clusters 

DM concentrated where galaxies 
are

















Recap: Dark Matter

• Very strong gravitational evidence 
• No nongravitational effects seen yet 
• Could be almost anything except what we already 

know 
– Nearly pressureless, collisionless (weakly 

interacting nonrelativistic particles) 
– No electromagnetic interactions (caveats) 
– No strong interactions (caveats)
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Dark matter and 
particle physics

what is the standard model of particle physics and how 
could dark matter fit?
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Constituents 
of                     

Matter 

At shorter and 
shorter distances 

Physics by  
DE-construction  

= Particle Physics



17 elementary  particles 
of the Standard Model
6 spin 1/2 

quarks

6 spin 1/2 
leptons

4 spin one  
force  

mediators

1 spin 0 
Higgs boson



By their transformations thou shalt distinguish fermions and bosons!

Rotate by 360°

Boson (integer spin)  

Fermion (half-integer spin)  

 
Phases (minus signs) matter in the quantum world! 
 
 
⇒ bosons (forces) are highly “social” and are happy to be in the same state,  
         e.g., lasers (coherent photons)  
 
⇒ fermions (quarks and leptons) are highly “anti-social” and no two can be in 
exactly the same state, e.g., the electrons in an atom cannot be in the same 
orbit (more electrons means a larger atom)  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Rotate 360φ φ°""""→

( )Rotate 360 1ψ ψ°""" −"→



Force
Relative 
Strength

Mediated by 
    Bosons

Acting on: 
Particles

Acting on: 
“Charge”

Strong 1 Gluons
Quarks &  
Gluons

Color

Electromagnetic 10-2 Photons
Quarks & 
Charged 
Leptons

Electric 
Charge

Weak
10-6 W and Z 

bosons
Quarks & 
Leptons

Weak 
Charge

Gravity
10-40 Gravitons 

(theoretical)
All forms of 
energy

Energy

Fundamental Forces

Coupling of W and Z bosons to quarks and leptons same as 
 coupling of photons to quarks and leptons: Electroweak



Particle Physics and Dark matter

• Is the dark matter in the standard model? 
• not electrically charged 
• stable 
• only neutral stable standard model particle is the 

neutrino (if neutrinos have sufficient mass) 

• neutrinos are very light, and fermions⟹can’t pack 
them densely enough to be the dark matter 
observed in small galaxies 

• Dark matter is new particle not in Standard Model! 
• Most popular and well motivated: 

– Weakly Interacting Massive Particle 
– Axion
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Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP)

• Consider a particle which is similar to a neutrino, but heavy. 
• weak interactions associated with a fundamental mass scale 

• GF= Fermi constant  
• GF

-1/2~300 GeV (ħ=c=1 units) 
• weak boson masses 80, 91 GeV 
• guess ~300 GeV is a ‘typical’ scale for particle masses 
• 1 pb=10-36 cm2 ‘typical’ weak cross section at that energy 
• ‘zoo’ of new particles at around that mass scale???? 
• supersymmetry (susy) predicts fermion parters for every 

boson and boson partner for every fermion—are the susy 
partners at the weak scale? 

• stability: a discrete conserved charge (analagous to parity, 
called “r-parity”)               (-1)(2S+3(B-L))  

• all known particles have r-parity = +1 
• lightest r-odd particle would be stable  

• if neutral, dark matter candidate
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early universe WIMP thermodynamics

• in early universe, Temperature T very hot and 
WIMPS in thermal equilibrium 

• density of WIMPS ρ~1/(em/T±1) ≅e-m/T   at low T 

(+ for fermions, - for bosons) 

•As T decreases, staying in thermal equilibrium 
requires that particles annihilate into lighter 
standard model particles   

•annihilation rate=flux x cross section 
•flux ~ ρ v 
•cross section ~ weak cross section ~ 10-36 cm2 

•age of universe ~ H-1
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WIMP Freezeout in early universe

• flux x cross section x time=#annihilations 
• In thermal equilibrium, for T<<m,  WIMP flux~                               
(m/T)T3e-m/T  

• T decreasing as 1/a, flux decreasing rapidly! 
• age of universe ~H-1 

• Universe radiation dominated: H~T2 GN
1/2 

• (m/T)T3e-m/T σ/(T2 GN
1/2)<1⟹ fewer than 1 

annihilation per particle during age of universe 
• Particles stop annihilating, abundance is “frozen” 
• After this “freezeout”, abundance is diluted by 

expansion of space, ratio of dark matter particle 
density to entropy density does not change
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from thesis presentation of Ali Ovgun at Eastern Mediterranean University
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Ωχ= 
fraction 

of critical 
density 

provided 
by dark 
matter

decreasing temperature→



Wimp ‘miracle’ 

• If the dark matter   abundance is determined 

by the freezeout temperature, it depends on 

the mass and the annihilation cross section 

• A mass near the weak scale (5-1000 GeV) 

and a cross section of similar size to the 

weak cross section gives the observed 

abundance! 

• Coincidence or clue? 
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dark matter in colliders
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Potential LHC collider signature:  
‘missing’ transverse momentum
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recap: WIMPS

• motivated by potential new type of conservation 
law in susy 

• wimp miracle-freezeout gives correct abundance 
with typical weak scale mass and annihilation 
cross section 

• Direct Detection searches see nothing yet 
• Indirect detection-ambiguous (astrophysical 

sources may produce similar signals) 
• Collider searches see nothing yet
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Axions
in theoretical physics 

Ann Nelson,  Vistas in Axion Physics, April 23, 2012



Strong CP Problem
• QCD theta term                                            

violates P, T, CP

• renormalized in Standard Model, short 
distance sensitive (“divergent”)

• Electric dipole moment of neutron ~           
forces fine-tuning to part in ~10-9 to 
satisfy experimental bound

• elegant solution by Peccei and Quinn:          
dynamical, ≈ 0 

• Weinberg, Wilczek: PQ mechanism 









MP=Planck 
mass/energy

















Theory Origin of Axion
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•  Could have “accidental” Peccei-Quinn approximate 
symmetry 
• corrections to axion potential from PQ symmetry 

breaking highly constrained
• String theory  predicts “model independent axion” 

(in large class of models) with fa ~ 1016 GeV 
•  String theory compatible with any fa < 1019 GeV
•  string theory axion solves strong CP problem in large 

class of models



Alternatives to Axions 

•  No anthropic explanation for size of strong CPV!
•  massless up quark incompatible with lattice, chiral sym
• alternative solution to strong CP problem: spontaneously 

broken P or CP plus some mechanism for weak CP without 
large strong CP (e.g. Nelson-Barr)

• axion is only solution to strong CP problem compatible with 
nonminimal flavor or CP violation at weak scale
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Axion implies Axion Cold Dark Matter

• Cosmological Axion equation of motion

ä + 3Hȧ + m2
aa = 0

• resembles damped Harmonic Oscillator

• H>ma ⇒overdamped, a~ constant

• H<ma ⇒underdamped, a oscillates and loses energy to 
cosmological “Hubble friction”

• H<ma⇒ axion is pressureless Cold Dark Matter!

• potentially too much for f > 1012 GeV, ma <μeV
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Preskill, Wise, Wilczek; Abbot, Sikivie; Dine, Fischler



Axion dark matter continued

• a~ainitial until H(Ti)~ma(Ti) at redshift “zi” 

• larger fa⇒ smaller ma (Ti) ⇒ smaller zi (Note: axion mass 

temperature dependence currently estimated, could be computed on lattice)

• “typical” size of ainitial ~ fa

• “typical” initial energy density a2initialma2 ~ mπ2fπ2

• αi≡ainitial/fa    (Note: axion+inflation⇒“landscape” of initial conditions)

• subsequent energy density: αi2mπ2fπ2(1/(1+ zi))3

• Assuming αi~1, obtain observed dark matter abundance 
for fa~ few 1011 GeV

ä + 3Hȧ + m2
aa = 0
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Over 5000 papers
• why so much fascination with a speculative 

idea?

• “a perfect storm”  

• potential to solve  2 major problems

• “model independent” in string theory

• potential to create several major problems

• lots of compelling, cool theory

• some compelling, cool, feasible experiments









But wait, there’s more!
too much more!







recap of lecture 2
dark matter-a new particle? 

not in standard model 
motivated extensions: supersymmetry which can give WIMPS 

Peccei-Quinn symmetry to solve strong CP problem can give axions 
something else? VERY many possibilities 

tommorrow: baryogenesis


